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The Edge of Life (symphonic version)
Fragments of a broken time
Tells a story of decline
Nothing ventured, nothing gained
It is always just the same
When the clouds covered the sky
And you're tired of this life
Self compassion is the wrong way

If there's somewhere a last spark of hope
Change your opinion about things which you don't know
I wish it would be like in former times
When you filled the area with light
If there is a chance to recognize the blame
Try to imagine how you realize the aim
You can't ignore there's a truth behind
That followed us until the end of time

All things come to those who wait
Do your best and keep the faith
Pictures falling out of frame
Build the parts up once again
When the moonlight's shining bright
Whispers echoing in the night
You will see what is to be done
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Immortal (symphonic version)
I am here to protect you from the curse of solitude
You are safe now nobody's going to hurt you anymore
I am here to refill the empty in your soul
Let us fix all your trouble to getting in control

Nobody knows what heaven holds
I only guide you to this goal
You have to find your way
'Cause no one knows the answer
Don't be afraid heaven will wait
For all those ones who acted right
No more tears and pain
I promise you won't suffer

I am here to recover all the damage in your heart
You can trust me, nothing's impossible; I've watched you from the start
I am here to relive the sadness in your eyes
Take my hand let's fly together a leap into the void

Nobody knows what heaven holds
I only guide you to this goal
You have to find your way
'Cause no one knows the answer
Don't be afraid heaven will wait
For all those ones who acted right
No more tears and pain
I promise you won't suffer
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Beg Your Pardon (symphonic version)
This is the day we've waited for so long
We wished upon a star that it might never come
So many times before we tried to get things done
Sometimes we argued about it but it wasn't fun

The brighter the sun the darker the shadows
It's too late to run the damage is done
How deep is our love how strong the emotions
It all depends on much more than it's sum

This is the time we have always tried
To cut and run
Since we had found each other
We still keep working on
So many years have passed
We had our lessons learned
Let's start all over again
We know where we belong

The brighter the sun the darker the shadows
It's too late to run the damage is done
How deep is our love how strong the emotions
It all depends on much more than it's sum

The brighter the sun the darker the shadows
It's too late to run the damage is done
How deep is our love how strong the emotions
It all depends on much more than it's sum
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Déjà Vu (symphonic version)
Each day the sun arises and our world sets in motion
Like in a fairy tale this story never ends
Ride on a unicorn until the end of time
To make a love confession

Sometimes I dream although I'm awake
Waiting for the chance to correct
The past mistakes to spend my time with you
Every effort it will take I still wish that all my dreams come true
All those moments that we shared maybe some day I live this déjà vu

When you close your eyes I show you something special
Alike a miracle you've never seen before
And when you smile again in your lovely kind
My heart is full of passion

And when you smile again
In your lovely kind with sparkling eyes
My heart is full of passion

It's easy to smile with a heart full of joy
The more we suffer the more we strive

Sometimes I dream although I'm awake
Waiting for the chance to correct
The past mistakes to spend my time with you
Every effort it will take I still wish that all my dreams come true
All those moments that we shared maybe some day I live this déjà vu
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Delight (symphonic version)
You found happiness
For a short moment
Like a tender kiss
You felt safe, well and free
But the appearance deceives
Because you try to hide
Your face forced with a smile
The bitter truth behind

Now you're dancing in delight
All your dreams are fulfilled
Your wish comes true, you reach the sky
Climb the highest mountains
If it has lasted a long time
You wonder how it happens
But now you're dancing in delight
And nothing else matters

You seek desperately the courage to prevail
Tears are your silent screams, but faith is your shield
Everything you tried
Always seemed in vain
It wasn't satisfied
Nothing has really changed

Now you're dancing in delight
All your dreams are fulfilled
Your wish comes true, you reach the sky
Climb the highest mountains
If it has lasted a long time
You wonder how it happens
But now you're dancing in delight
And nothing else matters

Now you're dancing in delight
All your dreams are fulfilled
Your wish comes true, you reach the sky
Climb the highest mountains
If it has lasted a long time
You wonder how it happens
But now you're dancing in delight
And nothing else matters
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Epiphany (symphonic version)
All attempts to end this sorrow
Always tried and failed their way
Never put off till tomorrow
What you can do still today

As you walk along, you wonder
What to do to make things right?
Every time you ask, I answer
Try to get the balance right

Turn the light on for the showdown
Give me something pure in heart
Bring the night on before our time's gone
Show me how to leave a mark
Turn the light on for the showdown
Give me something pure in heart
Bring the night on before our time's gone
That's just what it's all about

All efforts to solve the problem
Always led to poor results
Never try to change somebody
Just because it fits your goals

Every mistake makes you stronger
Self-awareness paves your way
Look ahead into your future
See the light and praise the day!

Turn the light on for the showdown
Give me something pure in heart
Bring the night on before our time's gone
Show me how to leave a mark
Turn the light on for the showdown
Give me something pure in heart
Bring the night on before our time's gone
That's just what it's all about

Don't be ashamed of what you are
Just be yourself it's all that matters
Don't be afraid of who you are
But always walk ahead with pride…

Turn the light on for the showdown
Give me something pure in heart
Bring the night on before our time's gone
Show me how to leave a mark
Turn the light on for the showdown
Give me something pure in heart
Bring the night on before our time's gone
That's just what it's all about
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Trial and Error (symphonic version)
On days like this when all seems fine
And everything's gonna be alright
There's just one thing you have to discover
You reached the top keep climbing high
Up to the furthest point of sky
But blind ambition leads to nowhere

Who says this life is worth the price
When will you ever realize
What was wrong and what is right
You won't find the answer
It feels like time's not on your side
You can run but you can't hide
Now you need some good advice
But you won't find the answer

Time passes by and you are afraid
Everything seems lost and it's much too late
Maybe this life has nothing more to offer
You reached the goal but can't deny
You are not really satisfied
But in the end you must learn to suffer

Who says this life is worth the price
When will you ever realize
What was wrong and what is right
You won't find the answer
It feels like time's not on your side
You can run but you can't hide
Now you need some good advice
But you won't find the answer
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Stars (symphonic version)
Every single candlelight
Sets a blaze if they burn together
Every day and every night
Standing side by side forever
Divided we will fall united we will stand
A revolution is at hand

If we were stars glowing in the sky
Illuminate the dark like a shining light
If we were sparks flying in the wind
Flashing in the night ignite the flame within

Every mistakes we have made
Show that we are only human
Every fire which it takes
Gives us hope at least for a moment
For better or for worse
Together we shall spend our time until the end

If we were hearts beating in one chest
Pounding like a drum holding our hands
If we were words ending in a rhyme
Written in a book to stand the test of time

If we were stars glowing in the sky
Illuminate the dark like a shining light
If we were sparks flying in the wind
Flashing in the night ignite the flame within

If we were stars glowing in the sky
Illuminate the dark like a shining light
If we were sparks flying in the wind
Flashing in the night ignite the flame within
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